From Factory to Field
By Jason Herbert

Bear Archery Recurves and
Longbows Honor Tradition

F

red Bear said it best himself: “The
history of the bow and arrow is
the history of mankind.” Not
only did Fred believe in this statement
but through his company and adventures across the globe, he was able to
carry the bowhunting torch and bring
archery to the forefront of American
culture.
Upon entering Detroit’s Adams
Theater in 1925 to watch Art Young’s
archery hunting film, 20-something
Fred Bear had no idea the path of his
life was about to change. Already an
avid outdoorsman, Fred worked at a
shop supported by the booming auto
industry. His boss introduced him to
Dr. Art Young and Fred and Young
became fast friends, shooting together
and making their own archery equipment in Fred’s basement. As Fred
was inspired by the famous Howard
Hill and becoming very successful at
archery tournaments, shooting a bow

continued to be an important part of
his life.
Through twists of fate and fortune, Fred eventually co-owned
and ran Bear Products, a Detroit
based company that made signs for
the Chrysler company. At the same
time, he became obsessed with bowhunting and began manufacturing
archery parts in his shop as well.
Eventually, half of the floor space of
the Bear Products shop was dedicated to archery. Then, as the bowhunting fates would have it, Fred Papa Bear himself doing a little research and
development. Every employee we spoke to
sold his half of the company to his is very proud of his or her role in the compartner Charles Piper and started a pany and knows that Fred himself would be
new venture: Bear Archery Products. happy with what the company has been able
Needing to meet growing demands, to accomplish while still doing things the way
outgrowing the facility and wanting he wanted.
to move his family to the country
inspired Fred to find a new home for fiberglass in his bows. He loved the
Bear Archery Products in Grayling, elasticity and strength that the fiberMichigan. Around that same time, glass offered.
Fred started to experiment with woven
Bear Archery Products soon
became an industry standard for hunting as well as competition bows. With
several popular models and options,
names like “Kodiak” and “TakeDown”
became commonplace in archery
shops all across the U.S. Things
Below is Fred’s office just as he left it. It’s clear to
see what Fred valued in life. His family, friends,
adventures around the world, accomplishments
and archery all meant a lot to him.

Bear Archery corporate team members Steve Dalp holding a Kodiak and Gary Lewis
with a TakeDown. Working out of Evansville, IN, Dalp is Bear’s Product Manager and
Lewis is an engineer. Proud of their work and the company’s products, both men hit
the show circuit each winter, meeting customers, explaining how things are made and
introducing thousands each year to traditional archery.
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Shown above are Bear bows on a rack at a recent traditional archery show. Collecting
antique Bear Archery equipment is a popular pastime among traditional archery enthusiasts. Owners of these collections are proud and happy to show them off. Extremely
valuable, most of these collections are deemed “priceless” and will never be for sale.
At right is a classic collection of vintage Bear Archery bows on display at a recent traditional archery show.

continued to go well for Fred. He had
many bowhunting adventures around
the world, became an ambassador for
archery and helped pave the way for
bowhunting to become a time honored American tradition. And, well…
the rest is history.
Since those early days, some things
have changed for the Bear Archery
Products company. While much on
the surface looks different, the internal
nuts and bolts of making a high quality traditional bow haven’t changed.
I spoke to Jason Pickerill, marketing
manager at Bear Archery Products. He
said, “We’re dedicated to staying true
to what Fred did and how he wanted
things done. Unfortunately, Papa Bear
is no longer with us but being considered the father of modern bowhunting,
his legacy will always live on.”
“Traditional archers don’t want
innovation…they want things exactly
the way Fred had them set up in the
50s and 60s.” I asked Bear Archery’s
Product Manager Steve Dalp to repeat
that first part. Not wanting innovation? I thought to myself. What? I am
a modern archer myself and I shoot a

compound bow with all the bells and
whistles. The puzzled look on my face
must have given Dalp the sense that
he needed to elaborate; “Traditional
archery is about heritage and simplicity. It is the love for craftsmanship
and wood. It’s the feel of the bow, the
grip, the draw, the release and the
instinctive shot.” I was then curious,
especially about how the production
of these traditional bows has changed
over time.
“It hasn’t,” Dalp replied with a grin.
“We still use the same machines that
Fred used back in the day. We’re using
the same presses, the same equipment,
even the same Richardson machine.
Still American made. Some things, you
just don’t need to change.”
“Busy” and “diverse” are great
words to describe the college town
of Gainesville, Florida. As it is home
to two institutions of higher learning,
the University of Florida and Santa Fe
College, there are over 75,000 college
kids living nearby. Considering all of
the urban sprawl, commercial interests
and foreign nationals employed by the
schools, one wouldn’t think this would

be the location of one of the largest
archery companies in the industry.
However, since the late 1970s, Bear
Archery Products has called Gainesville
home. “The plant itself rests on 26
beautifully wooded acres, where deer,
turkeys and other wild game are free
to roam. The locals here are a friendly,
southern style people,” second generation employee Neil Byce said. Byce is
director of operations at the Gainesville
facility. His dad was the last bowyer to
work directly under Fred. “The Florida
facility is primarily for manufacturing and shipping. All of the corporate
teams like sales, design, product management, marketing, customer service
and accounting work out of our offices
in Evansville, Indiana,” Byce said.
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Busy running “B” TakeDown risers on an original
Richardson machine, employee Weston Stout, shown
above, takes great pride in his work. Now calling
Gainesville home, this particular Richardson woodworking machine is another veteran of the company,
getting its start way back when in the Grayling, A stockpile of forms waiting to be used in the presses. The presses use heat and
Michigan plant.
pressure to cure the resin, bonding layers of fiberglass and wood into powerful
bow limbs and risers. Fred Bear’s use of fiberglass in bows pioneered a foundation element in the modern archery industry.

The Gainesville facility employs
about 150-200 workers, most full
time and a few seasonal. Some current employees have even followed the
company from Michigan to Florida and
are still happy working for Bear. As Byce
mentioned, Bear Archery Products, a
division of Escalade Inc., has corporate
offices in Evansville, Indiana. The corporate team consists of 23 members and
is still growing. Big corporate mentality

doesn’t exist with the company, as Bear
still has a rich tradition of a family
operated business with a mutual loyalty between company and employees.
Byce’s father, Neil Byce Jr., was one of
Fred’s main bowyers throughout his 33
years of service. Bear Archery President
Jack Bowman is the driver of the archery
division. He heads up sales, product
management, engineering, customer
service, marketing and manufacturing.
It’s hard to believe that what started
in the basement of Fred’s home has
grown into the archery mega-giant it
is today, with Rocket broadheads and
Trophy Ridge sights, rests and quivers
as part of the mix.
After talking with Byce, I learned
about the roles each team plays. The
product management team is responsible for deciding the types of products
and implementing the launch timeline
needed to sustain and grow the archery
business. Developing and testing new
At left, these Bubinga risers have just
taken their turn on the Richardson duplicating machine. The coloring of “Grayling
Green” is appropriate here because this
machine once called Grayling home as well.
Waiting to be paired up with limbs, the risers will eventually become Super Kodiak
bows.

innovative products for the business is
left up to the engineers. The sales team
is responsible for presenting products
and developing customers for the business. Customer service takes care of
customers, supports sales and is a hub
for communication. The marketing
department develops advertising and
marketing tools to create a desire for
the products and the brand. Innovation
and product development are the forefront of a strong engineering department. Last and certainly not least, the
manufacturing team purchases supplies and parts and manufactures and
ships the archery products. Bear ships
to customers all over the world. I asked
Pickerill what new, innovative ideas
the creative minds in the marketing
department had to continue to boost
sales of Bear’s traditional archery gear.
He answered, “Priority number one is
giving the consumer the product that
they want. The rest is paying attention
to where we came from and educating
these young people about Mr. Bear:
who he was, what he stood for and
what he did for all of us.”
With all of the technological advances made over the last half
decade, I was surprised to hear that
the company was still making things
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Take Down limbs taking a break before the next step in the
An original Grayling press with a Grizzly recurve form inserted. After process. From here, they will be sanded. After the sanding is
all these years, this press is still perfect for the job. Coated with layers done and has passed inspection, the limbs will receive their
of glue from years past, it could tell many stories.
finishing touch: a final coat of paint.

“the old fashioned way.” However, each
and every employee I spoke with gave
me the same convincing arguments.
Some things simply do not need to
change. In fact, Fred himself is given
credit for realizing the potential that
fiberglass had in archery. While working in Detroit, he met up with a fiberglass salesman and soon discovered
the benefits the elastic, strong material could have in regard to archery.
Today’s bows still utilize the powerful
reflexive memory and strength of layered fiberglass.
The Kodiak, the TakeDown and
all other traditional models are still
proudly made in Gainesville. In fact,
with the help of Byron Ferguson, “Mr.
Trick Shot” himself, Bear even makes
the Patriot, a high performance longbow. Typical of a production facility,
the Gainesville plant doesn’t have a lot
of office space. The employees, mostly
part of the production process, come
to work with their hands. There are
not a lot of raw materials that go into a
traditional bow. The process starts with
specific woods and glass in their raw
states. The employees also order necessities like strings and nocking points.
The company uses various woods
such as Diamond Wood, Maple Action
Wood, African Bubinga, Bolivian Rose
Wood, Purple Heart and Impregnated
Black Maple, just to name a few. Some
of these are natural woods; some have
been laminated or impregnated with

resins and dyes before they arrive at the
plant. These woods serve two purposes,
being colorful and being functional,
which make them perfect for traditional archery. With the raw chunks of
wood, skilled bowyers begin to carve
out the risers. These bowyers continue
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to use traditional archery making tools,
such as draw knives and table sanders.
The specialty wood, combined
with fiberglass, is also used for the laminations, giving the limbs elasticity and
strength. When the riser and limbs are
roughed in, they are glued together in
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a press. Once the
glue has set, the
limbs go back to
a skilled worker
who hand works
them down to
meet the company’s discriminating tolerances.
They are then
hand sanded,
filed and shaped
before
being
hand sprayed
with a tough At left, a popular quote from Papa Bear himself hangs proudly to help everyone remember Fred’s vision for the
p o l y u r e t h a n e company and what truly matters. It’s clear through the culture at Bear and from talking with employees that the
paint. This pro- customer is still #1.
cess is repeated Above right, longtime Bear employee Bobby Williams is hand filing a tip. A 31 year veteran with Bear Archery
until the limbs Products, Williams is a master at his craft and is currently putting the finishing touches on a Cheyenne recurve.
have a finish that
is flawless. Finally, when a bow like uses all traditional shipping services difference is about 2.5 pounds of draw
the Kodiak is so glossy it shines, this like FedEx, UPS, the US Postal service, for every +/- 1 inch.
work of art earns its badge and proudly etc. to meet customers’ needs. While
As for any archer and bow, Byce
receives a Bear Archery label. While touring the plant and discussing the offered some steadfast shooting tips:
explaining the production process to process, I saw it was clear customer “Always find the same anchor point,
me, Byce added proudly, “Our bows service is top priority at Bear.
don’t squeeze the bow grip too hard
are hand worked to become the finest
I asked Byce what new traditional and try to relax.” It should be noted
traditional bows in the world.”
archers need to know before purchas- that it’s essential to practice often with
Once the bows have met the man- ing and using their equipment. Byce a traditional bow. Bear recommends
ufacturer’s expectations, it’s off to qual- began by recommending that the bow that hunters learn the distances in
ity control for extensive, detailed test- fit the user in both height and draw which they can shoot with precision
ing. After quality control has given the weight. Each traditional bow is set and accuracy.
OK, the bow is then transferred to the with its recommended draw weight
Finding proper arrows is also very
finished goods storage area, where it and a draw length of 28 inches. If the important. Bear does not make its own
shares space with all of Bear’s other shooter cannot get the bow back to 28 arrows but works closely with Rose City
offerings, such as compound bows, inches, then it is either too heavy or too Archery to produce quality wooden
the Trophy Ridge line of accessories long. Anything less than 28 inches will arrows that match up well with Bear’s
and Cajun bowfishing products. From yield lower performance. If someone bows. In fact, Rose City also makes retro
there, it’s off to shipping. Each bow is draws more than 28 inches, he or she looking cardboard boxes for its arrows.
shipped to order and packaged accord- is pulling back more draw weight than These arrows and boxes are identical to
ing to customer specifications. Bear the bow is designated for. The ratio of the gear Fred used! Like the traditional

One of the senior members of the Bear Archery team, Michael Lattimer is
shown here dry sanding a Kodiak recurve limb. After 26 years with the company,
Lattimer has a fine eye for detail.

Tools on display in Fred’s workshop, one of the stops
on the tours given at the factory. A lot of tinkering
got done in here. Fred wasn’t afraid to try new things.
He also wasn’t afraid to break something that wasn’t
broken just to see if he could improve on it. Although
these tools are preserved for posterity, similar versions are still used by Bear employees today.
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The Bear Archery
proving grounds
in
Gainesville,
Florida, located in
the serene wooded
area on the property of the plant.
Countless arrows
have flown these
grounds over the
years. No prototype or idea gets
out of the plant
without passing
through the proving grounds. If the
trees could talk,
imagine the stories
they’d tell.

bows, the Rose City
wooden arrows are
still made the same
way as they were in
the 50s, when Fred
shot so many.
Along
with
arrows, a traditional archer needs
leather accessories
such as shooting
gloves, quivers, arm
guards, stringers,
strike plates, cases,
brush
buttons The same type of wooden arrows Fred Bear shot 50 years ago
and a few types of can now be purchased through Bear Archery. Made by Rose City
Archery, with the vintage looking box and extreme attention to
rests. Although not retro detail, it takes a second to realize they are not antiques.
all of these products are made in
employees have a strong sense of pride
Gainesville, Bear is involved in their and for good reason. This company
production process and has them in was founded over 80 years ago by a
stock, ready to ship with the bows.
good old American innovator: someAll of the nostalgia and namesake one who believed in himself enough
aside, I asked Byce why he believes to follow his dreams. Fred Bear helped
Bear traditional equipment is still the bring bowhunting to the forefront of
best. He answered, “Bear Archery is American culture. I often wonder what
the oldest name in archery; we are Fred would have to say about Byce,
archers and hunters designing prod- Steve, Jason and all the other employucts for the consumer. If we don’t like ees at the company. I wondered, What
it and it doesn’t make sense, then we would he think of all this? From what
don’t make it. We believe in giving I have read and learned from speakvalue to the consumers at an affordable ing to people who knew Fred Bear,
price with the same high quality that the consensus is clear: he’d probably
Fred Bear established over 80 years appreciate their hard work but think
ago. All facets of our company, from they didn’t take enough time off work
the president to the shipping depart- to hunt.
ment, strive to give our customers the
Editor’s Note: Jason Herbert is a
best products and the best customer school teacher, an outdoor writer and
service. Bear Archery is for those who the father of four. His Factory to Field
want the finest.”
column began with the January 2014
It is very clear to see when deal- issue and will appear in each issue of
ing with anyone from Bear that the ArrowTrade magazine.
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